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DOUBLE CROSS-GRAIN. 
BY J. F. MARTLEY 
(With Plate XI11 and 11 text-figures.) 
THERE is a certain amount of  ambiguity in the meaning of the tem 
cross-grain as applied to wood owing to i t  being used to describe con- 
ditions of grain which are similar in appearance though due to  different 
causes. 
The simplest use of the terili is i n  its application to a plaiih sawir 
obliqiiely to the longitudinal axis of a straight grained log. A siiiiilar 
condition of the grain can be seen in planks, especially in the outer ones, 
which have been sawn from logs of considerable taper. 
A more logical use of the term is in the description of planks sawn 
from a torse or spiral-grained log, for in this case it is impossible to sitw 
a plank without cutting across the grain. 
There is still a further type of cross-grain, seen in niany timbers native 
to hot climates, which niight be called iiiterlocked or double cross-grain, 
the investigation of which forins the subject of the present paper. 
This grain can often be recognised by a characteristic banded appear- 
ance on radial surfaces, due to differences in the reflection of light' from 
a number of zones parallel to the longitudinal axis of the trunk. When 
such a wood is planed, i t  is a t  once evident that  the grain in alternate 
zones is inclined in opposibe directions. 
This variation in the inclination of the grain can also be demonstrated 
by making successive tangential splits in a narrow stick sawn transversely 
off the end of a radial board, when i t  will he found that  the inclination 
of the grain swings alternately to  the left and right of the straight. 
In  the absence of any specific investigation, the simple spiral grain 
of torse wood suggested that the grain of these exotic timbers is of t h e  
nature of a double spiral, the inclination of the grain alternating with the 
growth of the tree between a left-handed and a right-handed spiral. It 
was on this supposition that Professor Groom based the explanation of 
the warping and twisting phenomena of the dipterocarpous wood called 
Yang (1). 
I n  order to continue his work on the warping and twisting phenomena 
~ h o w u  by these woods and to iiivehtipitte their structure Professor Percy 
Groom secured through the kindness of Mr R. S. Pearson, Imperial 
Forest Econotiiist, India, portio1is of the trunks, in the form of cylindrical 
drunir, several feet or more in length, of the undertneutioned Indian trees. 
These Professor Ciiootn entrusted to  me to make this preliminary in-  
vwtigntion into the ti ue nature of this type of cross-grain: 
Flacvuwtia (.‘ataphractrr Roxb. 
Pentucme s u ~ v i s  D.C. 
Shorea robmsta Caertn. 
Pterospermum ncerifoliuwi Willd. 
Garuga pinnata Roxb. 
Clhloroxylon Swietenia I) .C. 
Cedrela l’oonn Boxb. 
Pterocarpus Marsupiurri Henth. 
Ougenia, dalbergioides Henth. 
Dalbergia Sissoo Roxb. 
,, latifolia Roxb. 
,, Oliveri Gamble. 
X y l i a  dolabriformis Benth. 
Hardwickia binata Roxb. 
Anogeissus latifolia \$:all. 
Schrebera swietenoides Roxb. 
Gmelina arborea Linn. 
Malloi us philippinensis Muell. 
Holoptelen iriiegrifolirc Planch. 
Rixaceae. 
Dipterocarpaceae. 
Sterculiaceae. 
Hurseraceae. 
Meliaceae. 
Leguminosae. 
7,  
9 ,  
7, 
,> 
I ,  
I ,  
7 ,  
9 ,  
Combretaceae. 
Oleaceae. 
Verbenaceae. 
Euphorbiaceae. 
Ulmaceae. 
Before I received the material each drum had been sawn up into a 
number of half-inch boards of which only two a t  the most were truly 
radial. I n  addition there was a transverse disc, a little over an  inch 
thick, for each species, but  there was nothing to  indicate whether the 
disc and drum had been contiguous, or separated, in the log from which 
they had been sawn. 
METHODS OF INVESTIGATION. 
The methods of investigation into the course of the grain can be 
classified under two headings, namely : ( 2 )  Preliminary Investigations, 
and ( 2 )  Detailed Investigations. The former deal with the methods of 
attacking the problem, while the latter are concerned with the actual 
investigation. 
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Preliminary Inrestigations. 
As the edges of the boards had not been trimmed off except in 
Albizzia procera, i t  was an easy matter to assemble the boards and 
examine the grain on the reconstructed drums. 
The species could be separated into two groups according to the 
grain shown on the surface of the drums but i t  was impossible to say 
how far this grouping would hold good for complete trunks. 
I. Grain of uniform inclination. 
Garuga pinnnfa came under this heading with a left-handed spiral 
Albizzza procera, as far as could be judged, also came under this 
Calophyllum sp. (Poon). An examination of a six-foot beam sug- 
grain. 
heading with a straight grain. 
gested that  Paon should be included in this group. 
11. Grain of variable inclination. 
On the surface of some sectors of a drum the grain might be straight, 
on others inclined as a right-handed or left-handed spiral and again on 
others the grain might have a sinuous or serpentine course. The general 
direction of the grain where i t  was serpentine was either parallel or 
inclined to the axis of the trunk. Unlike the other group, there was no 
transverse level where the grain was uniformly inclined around the 
circumference. 
All the remaining eighteen species came into this group, differing 
from each other in the degree of inclination shown by the grain and in 
the length of the undulations where the grain uas serpentine. The drums 
were too short to find the average length of the undulationsin the different 
species. The shortest undulations seen measured between six inches and 
a foot in length. 
Each species had next to be tested for the occurrence of cross-grain 
which could readily be demonstrated by taking a narrow stick sawn 
transversely off the end of a radial board and splitting i t  radially down 
the centre. 
The fracture on the transverse surface under the edge of the splitting 
instrument will naturally he straight but the fracture on the transverse 
surface, the reverse to the one struck, will be sinuous, the departures from 
the straight conforming to the variations in the inclination of the grain 
since the plane of fracture follows the inclination of the grain. 
A radial stick from each species was treated in this manner and direct 
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tracings of the fractures o b t i n e d  are reproduced i n  Fig. 1. A n  esaniina- 
tion of the tracings shows that  there are all types of gradation froin the 
approximately straight grain of Albizzin procera to the uniform type of 
the double cross-grain charact,eristic of Shorea robiisiu. 
The differences in the character of the cross-grain of the various 
species appear to be of a quantitative rather than of ‘a qualitative nature, 
depending on the degree of regularity in the changes i n  the inclination 
of the grain, on the average radial distance between the successive 
right-handed and left-handed phases and on the a erage angle included 
between the maximum left-handed and right-handed inclinations of 
the grain. 
The splitting of a radial stick provides a ready niea.ns of denion- 
strating changee of inclination i n  the grain for a very limited portion 
of the trunk, but in order to obtain a sat.isfactory insight into the 
variations in the inclination of  the grain i t  is essential to know what the 
appearance of the grain would be like on the sutface of the woody 
cylinder at successive intervals during t.he life of t.he tree. 
The presence of clearly defined “growtli-rings” greatly facilitated 
this investigation for, on the :issuniptioti tha.t they cleliiient,ccl tissues 
produced a t  the same t,inie, these rings supplied the necessary time u n i t  
without which it would have been impossible to proceed. 
In  order to  obtain a general idea of the course of the grain in a drum 
use was made of these rings in the case of Xylin doZnbrijort)tis by splitting 
successive collars from off the disc at every fift,h ring, and by careful 
planing of a radial boaid tangetit,ially to the rings. I ti both cases the 
inclination of the grai t i  was notctl on the succwsivslp exposed surfaces. 
I t  was not possible to nrake detailed rec:orc.ts of the variations seen 
in the inclination of the grain, but the general iniptwsion obtained was 
tha t  there were alternate right-handed and left,-hantled phases of 
inclination throughout the drum and that  the conforination of the grain 
on the surface of the woody c,ylinder was a t  all t,i tnes of the type already 
described under Group 11, since, in the radial plane, the grain was often 
serpentine, its general direction alternating between left-handed and 
right-handed, and because around any ring in the transverse disc, the 
grain was never unifornily inclined although its inclination alternated 
with growth between wholly right-handed and wholly left-handed. 
Before proceeding with the detailed inet,hod of investigation, a 
digression is necessary in criticisni of the assumption t,liat> the rings of 
these Indian timbers are of the nature of growth-rings. 
I n  dicotyledonous trees, native to temperate climates, the rings are 
defined by one or more of the following striictural chamcters (see 
Groom (2)) .  
(1) Variation i n  the size of the vessels (Oak, Ash). 
( 2 )  Variation in the distribution of the vessels (Apple, Hawthorn). 
(3) Decrease in the radial dirnensions of one or  more layers of wood 
(4.) Local tiecrease i n  the radia.1 tfitttctisions of t.he ray cells (Oak, 
(5) Local broadeniiig of the rars (Oak, Beech). 
(6) Presence of a tiiore or  less continuous sheet, of parenchyma 
( 7 )  One or more layers of cells with darker content's. 
Where the size and distribution of the vessels is uniform or nearly so 
and the remaining characters are ill-defined, it is often difficult to recog- 
nise a structural limit to  the ring under the microscope, although rings 
can be recognised by the naked eye. This is the case with Boxwood and, 
to  a lesser ext,ent, with Pearwood. 
Experience has shown that  these rings are annual and are correlated 
with leaf fall and cessation of active growth bcfore the cold weather 
sets in, and with the production of fresh foliage when conditions are 
again suitable for the ttssuniption of growth in spring time. 
All the Indian timbers examined in the course of this investigation 
showed concentric riiigs which, to the eye, were as well defined as those 
of many tenipemt'e climate trees. 
In  none of t,lir: species examined by the detailed method did the size 
o r  distribution of the vessels play any part, i n  the definition of these 
rings, thus resembling the Willows. Poplms, and Horse Chestnut of 
this country. 
The structural definition of the rings of these species, based on a 
liniited nuniber of sections, was as follows: 
In C'hZoror,tjZon b'wieteniu the rings were very clearly defined by a 
layer or sheet of parenchyma two o r  three ( :PIIS  deep characterised by 
numerous simple pits. 
I n  Shorrn robu,stn the rings were defined by a sheet of parenchyma 
three or four cells deep. A slight tangential broadening of the rays was 
apparent where they passed through this sheet. Cysts or canals, probablv 
of scliizogenous origin, were of frequent occurrence in this layer. 
The ring in Hurdzvickia binata was defined by a la.yer, three to six 
cells thick, consisting of parenchyma and of elongated' narrow-luniened 
elements (Sycaniore, Poplar). 
Poplar). 
(Poplar). 
cells with brown, resinous looking contents. The walls of  t,hr elongated 
cells were t>hicl;ly sprinkled with nunierous fine pits. 
I n  Xylin dolrrbr&mnis a layer, one or two cells cleep, with tlarker 
cont>ents, and apparently fibrous, bounded t3he rings. 
The struct'iiral definitions of the rings in 6'wwl,im wborwl was much. 
less distinck t>lisn i n  thc other species althongh the rings tsheniselves were 
apparent' to t,he eye. An indistinct, la>-c.r, of ~ ) ~ e n c h y n i a  :rppearect to 
delineate the rings. 
With regard t'o the relation between seasonal changes and the periods 
of growth of these trees, the following information was obtained from 
Brandis (3) : 
Coninion in t,he deciduous forests of the  
Western Peninsula. Flowers March to Apid. Leaves renewed in 
May. 
Rhorea rohusta. Never quite leafless. The young foliage appears in 
March with the flowers. 
Hardwickia binnta. -- 
Xyl in  dolabriformis. Flowers while leafless, in March and April. 
Gmelina arboren. Leaves shed from February to April. Neu foliage 
appears in Map. Flowers from February to April, generally before 
the leaves are out. 
C'hloroxylon Swieteniu. 
Calophyllum sp. (Poon). Evergreen forests. 
Siniilar seasonal changes are also recorded for the greater number of 
the remaining species. 
The simila,rity, with regard to  the strncture of the rings and to the 
response to seasonal changes, between the Indian trees and the trees 
of temperate climate indicates that, the rings shown in the Indian timbers 
are of the nature of growth-rings correlated with seasonal changes a,nd 
lends support, tjo their use as indices of contemporaneity. 
Detailed Ifinvestigation. 
The object of the method adopted was to find the inclination of the 
grain in every growth-ring of the trunk and to study how the inclination 
varied from ring to  ring. 
With the material to hand i t  was only possible t o  do this for one 
transverse and one radial plane of the drum, nevertheless, the data 
obtained were sufficient for forming a clear idea of the changes which 
the course of the grain underwent during the growth of the tree. 
The rings were counted on the transverse disc of each species ex- 
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amined, and, to  ensure correspondence in numbering along the different 
radii, the rings were followed completely round the disc. In places where 
the ring9 were indistinct, only the more prominent were traced round 
while the space between two such prominent rings was divided into a 
convenient number of equal subdivisions. 
Where the growth of the tree did not show any great irregularities 
there would be little error in the contemporaneity of these “pseudo- 
growth rings” along the different radii of the disc. 
After the rings had been counted and numbered, a number of sticks, 
usually eight in all and a t  an angle of 45 degrees to each other, were 
sawn radially out of the discs, care being taken to  make the sides of the 
sticks as near as possible perpendicular to the surface of the disc. The 
sticks sawn from the disc constituted the transverse series for that 
species. 
The longitudinal series were prepared by sawing a radial board of 
each species transversely into a number of sticks an inch in depth. The 
rings were comted on the corresponding transverse surfaces, difl’erences 
of width and of tint ensuring correspondence in the numbering of the 
rings in the sticks of each longitudinal series. 
Subsequent to the measuring of the width of the rings, the sticks of 
each traiwwrse and longitudinal series were submitted to the following 
treatment. I 
By using a knife each stick was divided up into a number of thin 
slips by splitting parallel to the rings. So far as the width of the rings 
permitted a division was obtained between each ring, and in the broader 
rings as many as three or four splits were easily made. In order to 
prevent confusion the number of the ring was marked on each dip, a 
precaution necessitated by the large number of slips obtained from each 
stick. 
The inclination of the grain was then measured on the outer tan- 
gential face of the slips and tabulated in conjunction with the width of 
the rings for each stick. 
Lettering the outer face of a slip as in Fig. 2 the grain was traced 
by means of a lens and a fine needle from the top corner ( B )  or bottom 
corner ( C )  of the right-hand side BC, according to whether the inclination 
of the grain was right-handed or left-handed. to where i t  met the opposite 
side, CD or A B  as the case might be, a t  the point X .  By measuring X C  
or X B  and the side BC’ with a micrometer screw, the angle of inclination 
of the grain (0) to the straight could readily be calculated from the 
tangent. 
The inclination of the grain was said to be right-handed and denoted 
by the sign “ / ”  in the tables when it passed from the t’op right,-liand 
corner toward the bot,tom left-hand corner; when i t  was inclined in the 
opposite direction i t  was said to be left,-handed and denoted by the 
sign “ \, ”. FVhen the grain \\-as parallel to the reference side RC! it was 
called straight and was represented in the t,ables by the letter “v . ”  
The inc:lination of the grain might’ eclndly well have been calculat,etl 
with the left-hand side, A D ,  of the slips as a basis but for the sake of 
uniformity measurements were made f r o n i  the right-hand side only. 
The changes in the inclination of the grain along each stick were next, 
plotted diagrammatically in t,he form of a c u i ~ e .  The rings were plotkd 
along a horizonta,] line according to  t,heir width in ceiitinietres to  a 
scale of 2 t o  1. To a s a l e  of 1 nini. to a degree, the iriclination of the 
grain at eac,h ring was plotted in its correct position about the horizontal 
. 
D X  C D C D C 
Right Iiatidcvl Str(ii!y/ct ! /mi ) /  L t f t  h c c r r ( l d  
iwlitintiotr ittc.kiltrcctit,n 
Fig. 2. Method determining t.he inclination of t he  grain. 
line, degrees of right-handed inc1inat)ion being plotted ahove the line, 
amd degrees of left-handed inclination below the line. When the grain 
was straight the point was plot3t,rd in its correct’ position on the line 
itself. 
On joining these points together a curve was obtained which showed 
a t  a glance both the inclination of the grain and bhe rate of change in 
the inclination of the grain at any ring. 
In  order t’o represent diagraniniat,icallp changes in  the course of the 
grain in a radial plane the curves showing the changes in the inclination 
of the grain along the sticks of the longitudinal series were placed i n  
sequence one above the other. The same procedure was adopted with 
the curves of the transverse series. On combining the results obtained 
from the examination of the transverse and longitudinal series of curves 
a comparatively clear mental picture was obtained i n  eitc,h species 
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examined of the changes in t)he course of the grain during the life of the 
tree. 
I n  order that  the individual curves of a series should be more readily 
comparable among themselves the growth-rings were plotted for all the 
curves according to their width along a stick of intermediate length. 
Tn the longitudinal series t h i s  procedure produced no distortion of the 
curves since in all the species examined the width of the rings remained 
practically constant' through the series, bu t  in the transverse series, on 
the other hand, a distortion of some of the curves would be caused 
where the growth of t,he tree had been excentric. This distortion however 
will not' affect t'he value of the curves for comparing changes in the 
inclination of the grain. 
In order to t'est t'he reliability of the result,s obtained by this method 
of investigating the course of the grain, reemme was had to  an elabora- 
tion of the tnet.hod of radial fracture alreadv described under the head 
of '' Preliminary 1rivt:stigations " its the most convenient method for 
demonstrating ouble cross-grai t 1. 
For checking the lon,gituditid series of curves, a radial board, i f  
possible adjacent to t'lie one which supplied the material from which the 
changes in the cout'se of the grain in the longitudinal direction had been 
derived, was sawn transversely into a number of sticks an inch broad. 
For ease in subsequent comparison several of the more prominent rings 
were inked in on the corresponding transverse surfaces of the sticks. 
Each stick was t,hen split radially. the direction of the split being made 
in the same sense in each st'ick. When the sticks were placed in sequence 
side by side a series of curved frachres  was shown which, though not 
always identical in form, corresponded verp closely with the longitudinal 
series of curves of the same species. 
Prior to describing the course of the grain in th,e different species, it 
is advisable t80 mention the errors to which the method of investigation 
is subject and to estimate their probahle effect on the results obtained. 
The use ma,tle of the rings as a n  index of conteniporaneitp has 
already been discussed. The distinctncss with which the individual 
rings could he followed round the discs and through the longitudinal 
series reduced errors ill the numbering of the rings to a negligible 
niinimuni in all except t>he transverse series of Gr)belinn cnrborew. 
I n  the actual nieasureinent of the inclination of the grain on the 
slips repeated tests showed tha t  errors froin this source were not likely 
to  have e~c.eecit:cl oiie degree. 
Whwe t.he radial board tiad not. h c n  sawn parallel to the axis of 
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the tree a uniform left-handed or right-handed hias i n  inclination w-ould 
he given to t,he grain 3,s a whole. In  no case was there any appreciable 
inclination betweeri the radial 1)oa.rd and the axis of t!ie trunk and in 
any case provided such inclination was not excessive, the comparative 
value of the curves would not be influenced since each stick would be 
equally aflected. 
The sticks of t,he transverse series were subject to a siniilar type of 
bias which was, however, of a two-fold origin; first to the possibility of 
the disc not being t,ruly a t  right angles to  tjhe longitudina,l axis and 
secondly to the sides of the sticks not being accurately perpendicular to  
the trxnsverse su rfnce. 
The errors due to  the first cause were considered to be negligible, 
since, as far as could be judged, a disc was never inclined a t  more than 
about five degrees to t.he transverse. The jnclination between the sides 
of the different sticks of a transverse series varied within a range of three 
degrees at an  outside estiniation. 
As in  the longitudinal series errors due to these causes will not affect 
the comparative value of the curve? so far as changes in iriclinat'ion of 
the grain are concerned and need only be borne in mind when coniparing 
the inclination of the grain a t  different point,s. 
As to the sense in which various terms are used the words " Period 
length," " Amplitude " and " Phase '' are eniployed with meanings 
analogous to those they possess when used in Physics for t,he description 
of wave motion. 
The period length is the radial distance between t,he two maximum 
inclinations which delimited the period. Aml)litude i.; the angle included 
between a maximum right-handed and left-handed inclinatioti of the 
grain. A s  each period comprises a. right-handed or left-handed swing 
of the grain which are only rarely of equal amount, the average of the 
two swings is taken as the amplitude of the period. It was on this basis 
tha t  the rat,io of period length t,o amplitude was worked out. 
XHOREA ROBUSTA. 
The data regarding the width of the growth-rings a d  the inclination 
of the grain at the various rings, front which the two series of curves 
(Pigs. 3 and 4) were constructed are tabuhted for the sticks of the. trans- 
verse and longitudinal series i n  Tables I and I1 respectivelv. 
Although in both series the rings were counted from the centre, the 
numbering of the rings in the two series does not, correspond, there being 
fewer rings in the longitudinal series. This discrepancy is due to two 
Piq. 3. Shorea r o h w h .  Transverse series. The individlial cnrves show the inclination of the grain at the 
successive ririgs a h g  t.hr (litfewnt. sticks. The iirinther again.st mch C ~ I ’ P V C  gives the angle between 
that stivli anti stick A. In wch curve dcgrees right-handed inclination plotted above the base line 
and degrees left-hnndcd inclination below. Scale: rings plotted to a siale of 2 crn to 1, and inclination 
of the grain 1 mm. to 1 degree. 
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causes, first, the numbering of the rings was done without comparison 
between the two series, and secondlv, the fainter rings did not stand out 
so rlearly in the sticks of thr  longitiidinal series, with the result that  a 
certain number of them escaped otservation. H o w e ~  er, the spacing of 
the rings and the: phase of inclination shown bj’ the grain clearly indicate 
that  the 30th to 60th ring inclusive of the transverse series correspond 
with those numbered from 2 i to 50 in the longitudinal serieq. 
The diagrani illustrating the loiipitutliiial series (Fig. 4) slio\vs that  
the curves which indicate the couise of the grain in each stick agree 
together very closely as to form, B fact foresliado\ved hy the longitudinal 
parallel zones to be seen on the suriacr of a iaclial board, and cle~nonstiate 
that  in a radial plane the iiicliuatioii of the grain alternetcs between 
left-handed and right-handetl with the growth of the tree. 
On reading off from Fig. 4 the position of each niaxirnuni inclination 
of the grain with reference to the rings, for the successive sticks of the 
longitudinal series i t  is seen that the position of each corresponding 
maximum inclination niay ~ernain the same through the swies, for 
example, the one occurring between the 40th and 41st rings, or else i t  may 
vary within a range of two or three rings, or finally, as in the last two 
periods, the position of a n i a ~ i m ~ i i i  nclination of the grain niay pass, on 
being traced through successii e transverse levels, more to the exterior 
or vice versu, according to whether the series i s  examined from the one 
end or the other, 
Thus in Xhoreu robusta it is apparent that  though the periods are 
structurally continuous. their development a t  different trans\ erse levels 
in the same radial plane i$ not necessarily simultaneous, though i t  usually 
is so. 
From the curves for sticks 1 to 9 (Fig. 4) i t  i$been that  some of the 
earlier periods do not retain their identity throughout the series; the 
period comprised between the 12th and 20th rings in stick 6 fades away 
in sticks 5 to 1, its place being taken by a fresh period. The board, un- 
fortunately, was not long enough to  extend beyond this transitional 
region to where the new period wonld be fully established. 
I n  some of the other species this fading away of some periods and 
the increase in the prominence of others was of much more fiequent 
occurrence, and constituted one of the chief causes of lack of corre- 
spondence shown by successive curves of a series whether transverse 
or longitudinal. 
That the appearance of this transitional region is not due to  errors 
iii the determination of the inclination of the grain is proved by the 
. 
J 
1 8 - b -  
15 20 
I I I I  I I I , I I ,  
Fig. 4. Shorea robwla. Longitudinal series. A series of curves showing inclination of the grain dong suocessive 
transverse sticks from a radial board an inch apart. Scale a8 in Fig. 3. 
Double Gross- Brain 
forms of the series of fractures obtained by the radial fracture of a series 
of sticks sawn transversely from the radial board adjacent to the one 
which supplied the data for the longitudinal series of curves (photo- 
graph 1). 
It has already been pointed out that in a radial plane the positions 
of the periods are not rigidly fixed with reference to the growth-rings, 
and that there may be a considerable interval between the different 
transverse levels as to the time of the inception of a period. There is 
still a further inconstancy discoverable in the series. The actual inclination 
of the grain a t  diflerent transverse levels i n  the same radial plane is not 
uniform a t  any ring, hut varies in a very indefined manner from stick 
to stick, and coupled with this is a corresponding variation in the rate 
of change in the inclination of the grain. 
The following example will serve to illustrate these variations. 
Between the 40th and 41st rings, Fig. 4, there is a maxinium right-handed 
phase in all the sticks of the longitudinal series. NGW the inclination of 
the grain a t  this point varies in a very irregular manner between 9 and 
16 degrees, a range of variation far in excess of the probable error in 
measurement which was estimated a t  one degree. 
Between the 42nd and 43rd ring the grain has become vertical, 
hence the rate of change i n  inclination of the grain could not have been 
uniform a t  the different transverse levels. 
From the 43rd ring onwards the direction of the change in the 
inclination of the grain is still the same and reaches a maximum left- 
handed inclination of five degrees between the 43rd and 44th rings a t  
the level of stick 1, after which the change in inclination of the grain 
becomes right-handed. 
At other transverse levels, however, the grain is becoming still more 
left-handed, reaching a maximum of 13 degrees a t  the 45th ring in the 
13th stick and of 17 degrees a t  the 48th ring of the 18th stick. 
If the periodic changes in the inclination of the grain were simultaneous 
with periods of growth and the amplitude of the periods was constant, 
the grain would consist of a series of alternate left-handed and right- 
handed spirals (double spiral grain), but on account of the irregularities 
described above, the grain is composed of a series of superposed serpen- 
tine curves grading one into the other which, for short lengths of the 
trunk a t  least, tend to be arranged in the form of a double spiral. 
The tranwerse series of curves (Fig. 3) shows a complete parallel 
correspondence in all points with the longitudinal series. At a transverse 
level the periodic changes in the inclination of the grain are continuous 
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tangentially, the periods are not rigidly fixed with reference to the 
growth-rings, or in other words the periods are only approximately 
simultaneous, and finally the inclination of the grain a t  corresponding 
phases of a period vary from stick to  stick. The result is that, though the 
inclination of the grain alternates between left-handed and right-handed 
when traced ring by ring from the centre to the exterior, .around no 
ring is the inclination of the grain uniform while often it may change 
several times from left-handed to right-handed on being followed round. 
All these points can followed in a careful scrutiny of the transverse 
series of curves. 
The course of the grain having been determined there still remain 
some points of secondary importance to be investigated, namely the 
relations that exist between period length, amplitude, width of rings and 
age to tree. 
In deteniiining average period lengths and average amplitudes all 
doubtful cases were neglected in transitional regions where one set of 
periods was vanishing and another set appearing in its place. 
The radial distance between two successive maximum right-handed 
or left-handed inclinations was used for obtaining average period lengths 
rather than the distance between succeeding vertical phases, since the 
former was likely to give more reliable figures as i t  may happen that a 
period may remain completely right-handed or left-handed in its in- 
clination; for example, the period between the 47th and the last ring in 
the 16th stick of the longitudinal series which is wholly left-handed. 
In  Tables I11 and IV are given the period lengths in centimetres for 
the sticks of the longitudinal and transverse series respectively, and in 
addition is given the average period length for each stick and also 
the average length of the successive periods throughout the series. 
The figures in Table 111 sliow that the greatest period length (4.15 
crns.) in the longitudinal series is reached by the period comprised between 
the 15th and 23rd rings and that subsequently a decrease in the period 
length sets in. Correlated with the gradual shift of the last two periods 
towards the exterior (see Fig. 4) the average period length a t  the different 
levels in the longitudinal series shows a gradual increase from stick 6 to 
stick 18 (last column, Table 111). 
The nieasurements of the period lengths of the transverse series 
(Table IV) demonstrates that the average period length increases with 
age, as in the longitudinal series, to a maximum (4.35 crns.), after which 
it decreases. On comparing together the a,\rerage period lengths of the 
different sticks i t  is seen that the period length varies directly with the 
radial rate of growth. That this should be so is to be inferred from the 
excentric growth of the tree and the tangential continuity of the periods 
in a transverse plane. 
2 
f 
.2! 
Z D  
.- 
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Table 111. 
B 2  3.41 4.40 5.50 3.80 2.30 1.88 
B 3  3.50 5.17 5.4.5 4.00 2.20 4:06 
c 2.56 4.,55 4 4 0  3.80 3.35 3.73 
2-40 2.20 2.45 3.40 3.70 2.83 
Shoren robustn. Period lengths in centinietms in the longitudinal series. 
Range of period 
ingrowth.ringa 10-20 15 23 20-26 23 31 2G 40 31-45 40-55 Avrrnlrc 
6th stick 
7th ,, 
8th ,. 
9th ,, 
10th ,, 
11th ,, 
12th ,, 
13th ,, 
14th ,, 
15th ,, 
16th ,, 
17th ,, 
18th ,, 
Average 
No of rings 
per period 
cnm. cms. 
3 75 4 40 
3.20 3.70 
4.25 3.35 
- 3.8.; 
3.65 4.20 
115 4.35 
3.55 4.25 
3.55 4.10 
3.40 4.10 
3.45 4.30 
3.80 4.35 
- 4.50 
3.68 4.15 
- - 
8 7 
cms. 
3.40 
3.45 
3.70 
4.35 
4.15 
3.60 
4.05 
3.95 
4.05 
4.15 
3.85 
- 
3.85 
3.88 
7 
cms. 
3.00 
4.05 
4.43 
440  
3.85 
4.0,s 
4.00 
4.00 
4.05 
4.05 
3.70 
2.95 
3.96 
rms. rins. cms. 
3.90 34i.5 2.65 
3.90 3.30 2.65 
3.50 3.80 2.80 
:{..?I) 3 .70 2.76 
3.75 3.85 2.75 
3 . M  3.80 2.85 
3.60 3.80 2.90 
3.65 3.70 2.90 
3.60 3.60 3.05 
3.40 3.90 3.20 
3.50 3.90 3.30 
3.70 4.05 3.70 
3.64 3.77 246  
13 I3 23 
CIIlS. 
3.54 
3.50 
3 . 6 X  
3.76 
3.79 
3.7!+ 
3.74 
3.70 
3.70 
3.78 
3.77 
3.96 
3.73 
Table IV. 
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The magnitude in degrees of the successive right-handed and left- 
handed swings in the inclination of the grain are given for the longi- 
tudinal and transverse series in Tables V and VI respectively. The 
A 1 13 16 32 35 22 24 4.64 
A 4  14 175 30 35 31 13 25 4.24 
A 7  7 18 27 23 20 20 19 4.06 
I1 23 31 26 21 23 23 4.06 & B  
Table V. Shoren robusfa. Table showing the amount in degrees of the 
successive right- arid left-handed swings of the grain for the 
longitudinal series. 
C'haiige in direction 
of grain alul the 
rings betweair 
whidr inrto~lrrl 
1st stick 
2nd ,. 
3rd ,, 
4th ,, 
5th ,, 
6th ,, 
7th ,, 
8th ,, 
9th ,, 
l0t.h ,, 
11th ,, 
12th ,, 
13th ,, 
14th ,, 
15th ,, 
16th ,, 
18th ,, 
Average swing 
].eft Riqht 1,rft Right I.eft ltigllt Left Right 
12th- 15th- 20th- 23rd- 2I;th- 31st- 40th- 45th- 
15th Zl l t l i  23rd 26th 3Irt Wtli 15t.h .Xtlr 
-~ 9' ISo 26' 28" 16' 17" 
- ~~ 7 13 2.5 30 17 I;? 
. . .~ . 0 14 22 29 18 15 
5 7 22 31 20 13 
17 28 18 11 
7" 9' 15 10 14 25 17 12 
7 11 16 14 17 28 20 10 
7 9 13 16 17 23 20 12 
11 8 12 16 17 22 23 13 
6 7 13 18 20 24 23 10 
6 11 15 19 21 25 25 8 
t i  12 15 15 18 25 24 10 
ti 10 16 16 22 25 24 13 , 
9 15 . 16 16 19 22 25 14 
8 12 16 15 16 20 22 12 
10 13 16 14 17 21 23 11 
8 13 18 19 21 20 26 17 
8 11 13 15 19 25 20 13 
_ _  
- - - 
Left 
55th- 
end 
27" 
24 
27 
27 
26 
23 
25 
22 
22 
20 
16 
22 
20 
19 
17 
- 
22 
Average 
- 
15" 
16 
15 
16 
16 
16 
16 
17 
17 
15 
16 
18 
16 
Table VT. Shoren robustw. Table showing the amount in degrees of the 
successive right- and left-handed swings of the grain for the trans- 
verse series. 
ChiEnne in direction 
of grain and the Average 
rings between Left Right Left Right Left Riglit period length 
whieli included 25th-30tli DOth-35tli 35th-44th 44th-53rfl 53rd-63rd 63rd-80th Average in ems. 
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average (Table V) amplitude remains approximately constant a t  the 
successive transverse leT els in the longitudinal series, its value ranging 
between 15 and 18 degree#, but on the other hand the average value of 
the successive swings increases with age up to a maximum of 25 degrees 
which i s  followed by a slight subsequent decrease in value. The figures 
of Table VI show that  the same i s  true of the transverse series. Although 
both period length and amplitude reach their maximum value at about 
the same time, yet the two do not appear to be very closely correlated, 
for the subsequent decrease in the period length is so much greater than 
the decrease in the amplitude that  the ratio of period length to amplitude 
steadily decreases with age except for the last period of the transverse 
5wies which shows a slight decrease. 
On comparing together the average period length and the average 
amplitude, there are indications that in the transverse series the longer 
periods are correlated with bigger amplitudes, hut no such correlation is 
apparent in the longitudinal series. 
The correlation of period length and amplitude with width of ring 
is much more indefinite and is only recognisahle in so far as all three 
tend to  increase with age up to a maximum which is followed by a 
greater or smaller subsequent decrease. 
CHLOROX YLON SWIETENIA.  
The curves of the longitudinal and transverse series are given in 
Figs. 5 and 6 respectively, but the data from which they have been 
constructed are not printed here. 
The numbering of the rings in the two series is practically identical as 
the several zones of narrow rings afforded reliable points for comparison. 
Due to the uniformity in the rate of growth, the proportional width 
of the rings remained the same along the different radii of the transverse 
disc, so the ring widths were only measured along three of the sticks. 
I n  the longitudinal series the ring widths were fully measured along one 
stick from the middle of the series. 
An examination of the longitudinal and transverse series of curves 
shows that  the course of the grain in Chloroxylon Swietenia is very similar 
to what it is in 8horpci robunta. The periodic changes in the inclination 
of the grain are continuous both longitudinally in a radial plane and 
tangentially at a transverse level. The inclination of the grain a t  corre- 
sponding points of a period does not remain the same in adjacent 
sticks ot+the transverse series or a t  the different transverse levels in the 
longitudinal series, a st,riking instance occurring a t  the 100th ring of the 
Fig. 6. Cliloroxylon 8wietenia. Longitudinal series. Scale (M in Fig. 3. 
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longitudinal series. The conse(1ueiice is tha,t the rate of change i n  the 
i idination of the grain will not he uniform at. any nionietit, resulting i t i  
the grain being composed of a series of superimposed serpnt ine curve's. 
Altliough the general course of the g ~ a i n  i n  Clzlorozylon Budrfcniu 
Fig. 6. Chlorozylon Swietenia. Transverse wries. Srale as in Fig. 3. 
and Shoreu robustu agree very closely together, yet, as might be espected, 
there are numerous niitior differences t)etl\ een thc two hpecics. 
The length of the period which i n  I\'horerz robus/tr ranges h e t i \  eeii 
3 and 4 ciiis. has an sverage value of a little less than I ern. in ( ' h l ~ ~ o ~ ? y Z ~ v  
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mge i i i  t l i c ~  
resulting i t 1  
ine curve's. 
Swietenia. The amplitude i s  greater in Chloroxylow,, reaching a maximum 
of 40 degrees as compared with 30 degrees in Shoren. 
The net result of a shorter period and a bigger amplitude is that the 
rate of change in the inclination of the grain will be more rapid, and when 
this is combined witb narrow growth-rings errors in the practical work 
of investigation will be much more frequent than under the opposite 
conditions of broad rings and a slow rate of change in the inolination 
of the grain. 
In  spite of these disadvantages in C‘hloroxylon Swietenin the Plate, 
fig. 11, of the series of curred fractures obtained by the method 
of radial splitting, shows that the errors from this source are not so 
serious as might be expected. 
On comparing the position of the periods with reference to the growth- 
rings in the sticks of the two series it is seen that the periods in C‘hloroxylon 
are much more closely connected with the growth-rings and show no 
tendency to cut across periods of growth as in Xhoren robustn. 
Exceptions to this conteniporaneity of the periods are due to the 
somewhat frequent appearance of subsidiary or union periods which 
retain their identity through a series for short distances only, the period 
appearing a t  the 44th ring in sticks A3, R, R1 and B2 if the transverse 
series is a case in point. Many more of these subsidiary periods can be 
recognised in the curves of the transverse and longitudinal series. 
On account of the frequent appearance of these subsidiary periods 
i t  was difficult to obtain data which could be relied on to the relation 
between period length, amplitude, width of ring and age. 
If the 15th stick of the longitudinal series is taken as representing 
the average condition of the grain for the series i t  is seen that long periods 
occur equally where the rings are broad as where they are narrow. NO 
gradual increase in period length, with age, up to a maximum followed 
by a subsequent decrease is seen as in Shorea robusta. 
On the other hand it was found on calculating the average that the 
biggest amplitudes were always correlated with the longest periods. 
GMELINA ARBOREA. 
The examination of Gmelina arborea showed that the grain possesses 
t&e same serpentine character that  is characteristic of the two species 
already described. 
The method of radial splitting as applied to  a portion of the disc 
showed that the periods are tangentially continuous a t  a transverse level 
(see Plate, 111). The series of curves which were obtained from the 
17-2 
1 7  17 
18 18 
Fig. 7. amelina arborea. Longitudinal series. Same scale a8 Fig. 3. 
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examination of the sticks of the transverse series, however, showed very 
poor correspondence. This lack in correspondence was due to inaccuracies 
attributable to the great excentrjcity of the trunk, the short period 
I I I  I I I I I I I  I I I  I I l l  
80 85 90 9 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
1 1  
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
Fig. 8. Xylia dohbriformis. Longitudinal series. Same scale a8 Fig. 3. 
length (0.70 cms.) and the frequency with which adjacent rings coalesced 
for comparatively long tangential distances. 
The character of the longitudinal series of curves (Fig. 7)  differs 
in no essential from those of Shorea and Chloroxylon. The periods 
are continuous in a longitudinal direction; they are not accurately 
simultaneous; and the rate of change i l l  inclination of the giain is not 
the same a t  different transverse levels in the same radial plane a t  the 
same moment resulting in the proniinence of a period varying through the 
series. 
In  estimating the average period lengths and amplitudes in the 
longitudinal series, i t  was only possible to arrive a t  approximate values. 
The figures that  were obtained showed that  the period length and 
amplitude had their maximum value near the exterior but no gradual 
increase in value with age was shown as in Shoren robust(&. 
The disturbance caused by a small branch trace is shown very clearly 
in sticks 15, 16 and 17 of the longitudinal series. The branch trace passed 
horizontally outwards a t  the side of stick 16. The curves of sticks 15 
and 17 show tha t  as in straight-grained wood the grain as a whoIe curves 
round the knot retaining, however, its cross-qrained character. 
X Y L I A  DOLABRIFORMIS. 
As the disc had already been used for a general investigation of the 
course of the grain, i t  was only possible to examine the course of the 
grain in detail in the plane of a radial board. 
The data for the sticks of the longitudinal series are not printed here 
but the curves constructed from them are given in Fig. 8. 
Taking the results obtained from the investigation of the disc in 
conjunction with the longitudinal series, it is clear that ,  as in the other 
species examined, tKe inclination of the grain as a whole alternates with 
growth between right-handed and left-handed, and also, as in the other 
species, the absence of complete contemporaneity of the periods a t  the 
various transverse levels and differences in the rate of change in the 
inclination of the grain a t  any inonlent, result in the grain consisting of 
a series of superposed serpentine curves. 
H A R D W I C K I A  B I N A T A .  
In  the transverse series the rings were counted accurately only as 
far as the 27th ring, after which only the more prominent rings lettered 
V ,  W ,  X and Y were traced round. I n  each stick the space between each 
two of these prominent rings was divided up into eight pseudo-growth 
rings of equal width. This procedure was adopted as the disc had not 
been smoothed sufficiently for tracing the fainter rings. 
I n  the longitudinal series on the other hand the rings could be counted 
with precision froin the centre to the exterior. As the board did not 
contain the pith the numbering of the rings in the two series does not 
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correspond but as far as can be judged the 20th ring of the transverse 
and the 25th ring or the 26th ring of the longitudinal correspond. 
An examination of the longitudinal and transverse series (Figs. 9 
and 10) on the lines adopted for Shorea robusta and the other species 
shows that the serpentine grain of Hardwickia binata follows the aame 
general rules as in the species already examined. 
In  some respects the character of the grain differs from the typical 
form of serpentine cross-grain as shown in  Shown robusin. and Chloroxylon 
Swzeten,in.. The longitudinal and parallel zones arc not readily distin- 
Fig. 10. Hnrdioickio bimta. Transverse sekies. Y m i e  scale a8 Pig. 3. 
guishable on a radial board whicli is due partly to the shortness of the 
period length and the comparatively small amplitude and partly to 
periods combining t o  form compound periods of big extent: stick 3 of 
the longitudinal series suppIying a good example. 
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Although, as tlie transversr srries shows, these coinpound periods 
persist completely roiuitl at a trn.nsversr. level. it seenis t,hat they are of 
only limited longitudinal est,rnt. 
CAIdOPHYLT,tJM1 SP. POON. 
For the nisterial of this species I am indebted to Professor Groom 
for perniissioii to saw a transverse section ot? each end of a six-foot beam 
of Poori wood, 10 inches by 3 inches in  section, the longest side of the 
section being in a radial plane. 
The rings were counted on both sec,tions and to  ensure identity 
in numbering every fifth ring was traced from end to  end on the radial 
surface of the beam. The ring nearest the centre was numbered I but i t  
was impossible to say how far i t  niight hay& been from the centre, but  
the shape of the rings indicated that  the beam had been sawn from near 
the outside of a very large trunk. 
The numbering of the rings on the two sections only approximat'elg 
correspond as difficulty was encountered in tracing t>he ringq along the 
beam cine to  the riiigs frequent'ly fading away, although i n  niany cases 
they reappeared after a longer or shorter distance. 
In Table VII are given the dat'a derived from a radial st,ick sawn 
from each transverse section arid t.he corresponding curves a i ~  shown i n  
Pig. 11. The rings were plotted natural width and not to a scale of 2 to 1 
as for the other species. 
The striking feature of Poon wood is the great, length of the period 
(8; cnis.), being a litt,le more than twice that) of Shorea robusfu. I n  
another specimen of Pooii, and probably of the same spec.ies, having the 
same number, four. of rings per centitnetre, the period length was 
G cuis. This fact suggests tha t  a study of double cross-grain with reference 
to soil and clin1at)e would yield interesting results. 
[f tlie ririgs. are used as an index of contempora.neit,v, though this 
is soniewhat open to doubt for Poon wood, i t  is seen that  the periodic 
charigcs i n  the inclination of the grain are practically simultaneous 
through a length of six feet, contrasting with the comparatively big 
shift in t,he posit,ion of some of the periods of the longit,udinal series of 
Shoreu robustn and Xyliu dolubriformis. 
.Judging froin t'he contemporaneity of the periods and the slight 
variation in their amplitude at, the two levels i t  is to be inferred that  the 
grain i n  Poon is a true double spiral. 
The specific identity of the wood evamined way doiihtfiil, though it bore the name 
of Poon, which belongs to CaZophyUum tomentosfrnt. 
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Table VII. Calophyllum sp. Spacing of rings in crns. and inclination of 
grain in degrees along two radial sticks in same radial plane and 
six feet apart. 
No. of 
ring 
n + O  
n + l  
n + 2  
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
46 
Bottom 
ems. 
0 
.01 
-35 
.Fie 
.70 
1.10 
1 -40 
1.60 
1.80 
2.10 
2.35 
2.70 
3.00 
3.40 
3.70 
4.20 
4.70 
5-10 
5.30 
5.60 
5.90 
6.30 
6.60 
6.90 
7.25 
765 
8.00 
8.30 
8.60 
8.90 
9.15 
9.45 
9.65 
9.85 
10.10 
10.35 
10.70 
1090 
11.10 
11-30 
11.55 
11.70 
11.85 
12.20 
12.60 
12.90 
stick Top al 
crns. 
0 
.20 
.30 
.60 
.85 
1.10 
1.40 
1.65 
1.75 
1.90 
2.20 
2.45 
2.70 
2.95 
3.20 
3.45 
3.90 
4.15 
4.30 
4.60 
4.65 
5@0 
5.40 
5.80 
6.30 
6.70 
7.20 
7.50 
7,85 
8.15 
8.45 
8.75 
9.00 
9.30 
9.60 
9.80 
10.00 
10.30 
10.60 
10.90 
11.20 
11.60 
11.80 
12.20 
12.50 
12.80 
;ick 
t\ 
2 \  
No. of 
ring 
n +46 
4: 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
68 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
-77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
n+9O 
Bottom 
cma. 
13.15 
13.40 
13430 
14.00 
14.20 
14.50 
14.75 
15.00 
1 5.2B 
15.50 
1545 
15% 
16.10 
16.25 
16.50 
16.85 
17.00 
17.10 
17.25 
1745 
17.70 
17.90 
18.16 
18.40 
18.50 
18.75 
19.00 
19.25 
19.50 
19.80 
2090 
20.20 
20.40 
20.65 
20.85 
stick 
1 \  
1 f\ 
a\ 
4 \  
49\ 
7 \  
59\ 
5t\ 
7+\ 
8t\ 
104\ 
11 \ 
g4\ 
1 I t \  
13f\ 
14 \ 
15f\ 
15 \ 
11 \ 
7 \  
7 \  
4 \  
3 \  
Top si 
crns. 
13.00 
13.30 
13.55 
13.85 
14-00 
14.20 
14.40 
14.60 
14.70 
14.90 
15.05 
15.25 
15.50 
15.70 
15.90 
16.00 
16.20 
16.40 
16.70 
16.90 
17.05 
17.25 
17.45 
17.85 
18.10 
18.30 
18.55 
18.70 
18.85 
19.05 
19.25 
19.56 
19.80 
19.95 
20.10 
20.25 
20.40 
20.70 
20.90 
21.10 
21.30 
21.45 
21.65 
21.85 
22.05 
tick 
sticks 
i 91).” 
Remaining Xpecies. 
All the remaining species were examined by the method of radial 
fracture alone. In  no case was any type of cross-grain discovered which 
did not agree in essentials wit'h that  which is characteristic of the species 
examined in detail. 
Even in the straight-grained Albizzin procera, slight variations in 
the grain, too small to be investigated by the detailed method, could 
be detected which conformed to the sanie general laws which applied t.0 
Shorea robusta, etc. 
In  Fig. IV, of the Plate, are shown the fractures obta.ined in  a 
portion of the transverse disc of Holoptelra intepifolin and, in Fig. V,  
the fractures in the longitudinal series of sticks. 
GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS. 
During the course of this investigation several points stood out with 
sufficient prominence to merit a short discussion anent their probable 
significance. 
The wide distribution of double cross-grain and the uniformity of 
its character among trees of the most diverse natural orders suggest that 
i t  is the expression of some peculiarity common to a large circle of 
affinity in the vegetable kingdom. 
The long series of intermediate forms between straight grain and the 
full expression of double cross-grain reached by the serpentine cross- 
grain of Shoren robusta and the probable double spiral of Calophylluwi, 
and the variation in its development among the members of the same 
family (see Fig. l), suggest that  there is something, whether of internal 
or external nature, that  inhibits or enhances the expression of double 
cross-grain, but for the formation of a correct judgment on this point, 
research is necessary on the influence of local conditions of soil and climate 
on the development of this type of grain. 
There may be, possibly, some correlation between a hot climate and 
the prevalence of this type oi grain, but this can only remain a supposition 
until temperate climate trees and a larger number of trees from hot 
climates have been examined from this point of view. 
I n  the attempt to place double cross-grain in proper perspective with 
reference to other phenomena shown by living objects. a close similarity 
was found to exist between the changes in the inclination of the grain 
and the phenomenon of periodicity. 
Periodic phenomena among living organisms can be classed under 
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two heads. Untlcr ‘’ Induced l’erioclicity .‘ are included all those cases 
which show a inore or less direc,t’ correlation with the rhpthni i n  external 
conditions; for instance diurnal arid seasonal changes are reflected in the 
peri0dicit.y shown by growth and leaf-fall. 
Under “Innate  Periodicity” are included a,ll those cases in which 
no correlation can be demonstrated to exist between the rhythm shown 
by a living object and the rhythm in external conditions, examples being 
the alternating strenrning movements of the protoplasm of Nyxoniycctes 
and the leaf-fall of trees of t rt)l)icitl cliniatcs which are characterised by, 
a t  the most, only feebly riiarketl seasonal changes (Schimper (4)) .  
It is under this latter head that  the phenomenon of double cross-grain 
naturally falls for, relying on the e\.idence of the rings, no correlation 
could be estahlislieti betaeeii srasoiial changes and the period of the 
grain. 
Sonre i nt,cresti ng analogies are shoiv ti 1)rtween dou hie, cross-grain 
anti tlie leaf-fall of trees nat,ive of regions sliowing absenw of seasonal 
c:linnges (me Scliirnper). C’orrcsponclitig ivith the full develol~iiient of 
ciouble cross-grain are those twes wlticli completely shed their foliage 
a t  regular intervals varying froin two to twelve months, irrespective of 
the time of year. Trees i n  n:ltich t’he 1)eriodicity of the cross-grain is 
svnchronous only within narrow limits in the trunk are paralleled by 
those trees which, considered as a whole, are evergreen, but, i n  which the 
individual twigs are alternatelj- bare and clothed with foliage. 
If this type of grain is the expression of some periodicity in the life 
processes, i t  is to  he expected that  other periodic variations, synchronous 
with the variations in the inclination of the grain should be found. With 
this object in view the fibre lengths in ChZoroz!jlon Swieteri,ia and in 
(!nZoph,yllu)n were determined along a st’ick a t  points where the grain 
was straight and where i t  was iiiclined a t  a maximum. 
The figures which are shown in Table VIII are very suggestive, but  
the infereme tha t  there is a correlation between a longer fibre length 
and inclined grain has no very sound statistical basis for t500 is not a 
large enough basis for determining a niean where the deviation from the 
mean is so large in comparison to  the difference in the niean fibre length 
of the successive samples. 
Since ver? little is known of the mechanical effects due to tlie increase 
in length of the young fibres i t  is impossible Do say whether the changes 
i n  the inclination of the grain might he directly attributable to a variation 
in fibre length such as is indicated above. The impression obtained, 
however, during the course of the investigation was tha t  the changes in 
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the inclination of the grain were due to changes in the orientation of 
the cambial cells and that the fibres elongated in the direction in which 
they were laid down when cut off from the cambial cells and that i t  was 
not exigencies of spaces that caused their deviation from the straight. 
Table VIII. Chloroxylon Swietenia. Variation in the mean fibre 
length with inclination of the grain. 
Ring and direction of inclination 
Basis (nnmber of fibres mea- 
of gmin 76th/ 78th~ 83rd\ E5thv 88th/ 92ndu 94th\ 9 7 t h ~  99th/ 
eured) . . . . . . . . .  502 400 500 496 500 600 288 507 530 
Mean fibre length in mms. ... 1.050 1.02 .965 .982 .990 .954 1.040 .968 1.030 
Mean deviation from mean 
fibre length in mms. ... .125 .161 ,123 .145 .140 .159 .I60 .137 .110 
[?& of fibres within the mean 
deviation . . . . . . . . .  54 54 53 ti0 57 58 53 58 57 
108th u 112th/ ll8tli 11 124tl1j 132nd u llOlh\ 1 4 4 t h ~  148th/ 150th~ 
Bavis (number of fibres mea- 
sured) . . . . . . . . .  500 515 424 330 314 468 459 382 481 
Mean fibre length in ~nnix. ... ,935 .875 .845 .900 .817 .844 .826 .854 .847 
Mean deviation from mean 
yo of fibres within the mean 
fibre length in mms. ... ,107 ,102 .lo9 .110 -100 .lo5 4 2  .lo2 .110 
. . 
deviation . . . . . . . . .  59 56 56 57 57 57 57 57 56 
Table IX. Calophyllum sp. Variation in the mean fibre length. 
Ring and direction of 
inclination of grain (n+3)th\  (n+lO)thv (n+17)th/  (n+25)thu (n+34)th\ (n+37)thu 
Baeis (number of 
Mean fibre length in 
f ibm measured) 100 100 100 100 100 100 
mms. 1-160 1-080 1.160 1.020 1.140 1.110 
Mtx. fibre length 
m mms. 1.710 1.460 1.660 1.450 1.610 1-800 
Min. fibre length 
in mms. -780 -760 -810 -680 440 *790 
With regard to  its commercial aspect the economic value of a study 
of cross-grain lies in its application in the practice of seasoning wood. 
The main problems in the seasoning of wood centre round the differences 
in the rate of loss of moisture and in shrinkage during drying in radial, 
tangential and longitudinal directions, hence knowledge of the degree 
of cross-grain shown by different woods is essential if the economic mean 
between care expended and time involved io; to be gauged. 
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SUMMARY. 
1. The character of  the double cross-grain cf the different Indian 
woods examined is reiuarkahly uniform and conforms to the following 
generalisations: 
( a )  The grain alternates between right-handed and left-handed in 
inclination during the growt,h of the t,ree, these changes in the inclination 
being in general synchronous i n  the trunk at' least over lengths of two 
feet. 
( b )  That' the grain tlocs not' consist of alternate right- ancl left,- 
t i a n t l d  spirals is chie t'o t,he rate of change i n  inclination of the grain 
]rot 1)eiitg uii i l 'orni  a t  atty monient during the growth of the tree either 
i t i  a tangetitid 01' longitiidind direction with the result, that  the cloulilr, 
spiral chariicter is ol,sctured, giving plac,e to a serpent'ine configuration. 
2 .  'I'ransiticiiisl tspe.s of gixiii between straight griLiIi m d  the ful l  
tlevclol)iiic.nt 0 1  cloii?.)le crowgrain are due to variatioiis in  the- 
(10 t~egiil~t rit,y show~i t! the length of the successive periods, 
( / I )  i~yyi1:trity i i i  the amplitude of Dhe successive periods, 
( c )  st;rl)ilit\. of tlie periods over longer or shorter tangential anti 
:i. N o  correlatioir could be inferred, from the data  available, as 
existing betwerii scasoiial changes or periods of growth and the periodicity 
s h o w n  i n  the inclination of the grain. 
'l'hcre wpre indications, however, tha t  both period length and ampli- 
tude increased with age up to a nraxiniuni, and that  a long period length 
was correlated w i t h  a big atiiplitiide. Period length responds to  the 
geiiera.1 r:tt,e of growth for, i l l  trees of excentric growth, the period length 
was shortest along t'he srnallest radius. 
4. Fibre tireasitt~rtireiit,s in ('rslopl~yblum sy. and C!hborozyZon Swietenia 
suggest tha t  a longer fibre length i s  correlated with inclined grain and 
a short,er fibre letigth with straight, grain. 
5. The character arid widespread occurrence of double cross-grain 
iridicate that, i t  is the rs~~i~essioir  f sotne periodic phenomenon whether 
of iiitcriral 01' external nature, hiit ,  it reniains to he seen to  what extent 
a triore cxtetided investigation will bring it into line with other periodic 
~~Iieiioiuena sliowii t)!, living organisnix. 
This research was carried out in the \\.oods and Fibres Depart'ment 
of the ltiiperial ('ollegc of Scit.tice and 'l'echnolopy, Soubh Ketisington, 
while the  au thor  \ w s  i n  recciI)t, of a sbudentship fi.otn the Department 
of Scieiit,ific ancl i tidustrial Research. 
, 
Iotipitutlinwl distances. 
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In  conclusion I wish to record my thanks to Professor Percy Groom 
for suggesting this investigation, providing the material and for help 
throughout the progress of the work. 
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DESCRIPTION OF PLATE Xlll 
1. 87wrm robustn. The series of fractures obtained by radially splitting sticks sawn 
transversely an inch broad, from an 18 inch radial board. Several of the more prominent 
rings inked over. 
11. Chbroxylon Szoietenia. Prepared as in I. 
111. Umelina artorea. Radial fractures obtained in a portion of the transverse disc. 
IV. HobpleEea in.fqri.olia. Radial fractures in 8 portion of the transverse disc. 
V. Holopteka integrifolia.. Longitudinal aeries of fractures prepared a3 in I. 
several rings inked in. 
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